Corrigendum

The following corrections are to be made to document BOP/W/85.

1. Paragraph 5, lines 7 to 10 should read as follows:

"... while importers of drugs and medicines and books and journals were allocated TK 150,000 and TK 100,000 each respectively. Some items on List I were importable under cash foreign exchange; however, most items on List I were importable only against letter of credit authorization forms. An important number ...."

2. Paragraph 5, line 20: replace figure "216" by "261".

3. Paragraph 6, line 9: replace figure "67" by "69".

4. Paragraph 7, line 5: insert the following sentences after "industries".

"Priority List A entitlements last fixed in 1978 have been raised in 1984/85 by an average of 62 per cent to compensate for exchange losses and increased prices in the industrial market. As such, 50 per cent of entitlements in 1984/85 is higher than 60 per cent of the same in 1983/84."